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Since the seventies, Tan & Tan Developments has been the curator of distinct living spaces, infused with
beauty and purpose. Every detail matters - even the way light meets the shadows - in curating living spaces.
Our discerning eye comes from years of experience in achieving happiness for those who reside in our
creations. Such is our purpose and we shall continue to live up to it, by the strength of discernment built
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EDITOR'S NOTE
This year’s Berita Tan & Tan was inspired by the latest property to join the list of prestigious
Tan & Tan Developments projects. With Stonor 3, the developer had donned the hat
of a curator, and pieced together the best that the industry had to offer to create these
impeccable homes in the city of Kuala Lumpur. In the pages that follow, you will find that
we have echoed the theme of “curated”, translating it into broader aspects of modern living
– from designing home interiors to building great cities. More importantly, we explore not
just the physiological, but also the psychological and sociological aspects, which so greatly
influence how we live today.
Perhaps if there is one takeaway that we have gained from putting this edition of BTT
together, it is that to aspire for a society or lifestyle replete with luxurious comforts and
expensive contrivances may not – should not – be enough. A gardener gives his plants
different proportions of light and water, in suitable growing mediums; a furniture designer
designs with beauty - not just practicality - as the intended outcome; an architect plans
the layout to complement the energy flow throughout the apartment; the curators of cities
and governments of countries incorporate far beyond the basic necessities for all citizens
to enjoy, regardless of socio-economic status. From their examples, we learn that to curate
anything well is not so simple after all. However, if we set out with the intent of achieving
happiness – not merely opulence without substance – for those affected by our works,
we will do quite well after all.

Cassendra Chong
editor
cass.chong@igbcorp.com

Damai 15 Artist's Impression
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Stonor 3 is the culmination of a joint

handpicked, every unit comes together

a lush and calming backdrop whilst

venture between Tan & Tan Developments

perfectly, offering residents a tranquil

leveraging on the beauty of the city.

and Mitsubishi Jisho Residence.

escape at the end of the day.

Within their homes, residents can fully
enjoy Kuala Lumpur’s breathtaking skyline

Combining Tan & Tan Developments’

CURATED
LUXURY
IN THE HEART
OF KLCC

rich experience in developing enduring

The approach to Stonor 3 is immediately

through large windows that have been

residential neighbourhoods and leveraging

mesmerising, with the lobby of the

treated to minimise inflowing heat whilst

the Japanese attention to detail and

development extending all visitors a warm

also allowing in light and ventilation. In

efficiency, it epitomises the best of

and calming embrace as they step through

the common areas, three floors within

luxury city living. Tucked away on Lorong

the 5.5-metre high entrance. This warmth

the development have been dedicated

Stonor, just off Persiaran Stonor and a

continues into each home, with beautiful

to providing ample space for residents,

short distance from Jalan Tun Razak, the

solid Burmese teak running throughout

where they can while away an afternoon

development allows residents to enjoy a

each unit, whose bespoke kitchens feature

or spend a relaxing weekend with family

quiet respite from the city amongst lush

sleek quartz countertops and French

and friends. These spaces include garden

greenery, as well as the convenience of

appliances, such as an integrated fridge,

pavilions on the ground floor, modern

living in the heart of KLCC.

steam oven and washer & dryer by De

sports and leisure facilities with open,

Dietrich and its subsidiary brand, Brandt.

family-friendly spaces and a calming

With Malaysia’s iconic Petronas Twin

The luxurious finishings extend into the

infinity pool on the seventh floor, and a

Towers as a backdrop, Stonor 3 rises

bedrooms and the bathrooms, with the

rooftop space with large versatile function

41 storeys and encompasses 400

master bathrooms notably boasting latest

rooms, barbeque facilities and a lush

apartments, uniquely melding the best

Japanese features, including the TOTO

garden path.

in luxury, design and functionality. The

Neorest – an integrated toilet with a

development offers studio, one, two, and

technologically advanced washlet - and

Just a short distance from Stonor 3 is

three bedroom homes ranging in size

a semi-sunken Japanese soaking tub

a myriad of city landmarks and activities,

from 650 to 1,232 sq. ft. Every apartment

with a bench seat for a relaxing, fully

including the offices of many Forbes 500

is carefully designed to ensure residents

immersive experience.

companies, high-end shopping centres,
and restaurants offering the best of local

not only enjoy a modern city residence
but also a nurturing family environment,

Designed to allow residents to benefit

and international cuisines. Young families

striking a perfect work-life balance

from the comfort and serenity of a

can also take advantage of the activities in

for all who call it home. With every

residential estate while enjoying the

KLCC Park, the Malaysian Philharmonic

fitting, appliance and material carefully

convenience of the city, Stonor 3 provides

Hall, Aquaria, and the Petrosains
Discovery Centre. The neighbourhood is
also the address of choice for every major
embassy and consulate in Malaysia, and is
within close proximity to some of the best
medical centres, golf and country clubs,
and international schools in
Kuala Lumpur.
At a time when many of us struggle to
find work-life balance, Stonor 3 provides
a sweet spot for those who call it home,
perfectly melding the best of city living
with the tranquillity of a residential estate,
making it the perfect address for today’s
young family and busy urbanite.
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A JAPANESE
INSPIRATI N

Boon Lee, (front row, third from right)
with representatives from
Tan & Tan Developments
and MJR during the MOU Signing.

In the early 1980s, Malaysia had a “Look East” policy which sought to bring the country

a curiosity for innovation and commitment to ensuring that our developments provide a

to a developed nation status through learning from Japan, an economic powerhouse of

safe and comfortable home for their eventual residents.

the East. To give you an idea of the landscape at the time, I remember being told that the
Imperial Palace grounds in Tokyo had a value in excess of the entire state of California!

For MJR, the joint venture marked a significant step for the company as it is their first

It was against this backdrop that I entered this realm of dizzying values and intriguing

foray into Malaysia and part of their longer term plan to accelerate their growth in Asia’s

culture and traditions. I pursued nine months of studies at a Japanese language school

fast growing markets. The partnership has therefore allowed them to work closely with

whilst staying in a dormitory for unmarried bachelors where no English was spoken.

us and see our development process as well as understand the local landscape. Through
this partnership, I believe lasting friendships have been made and strong working

Property developer;
amateur chef; whiskey
connoisseur; family man.
Tan Boon Lee has a
Myriad of hobbies and
interests. Central to it
all, However, is a passion
for everything that
he does, whether it be
in his free time or in
business. It is this passion
that has led him to
successfully grow
Tan & Tan Developments
as its CEO and seek out
partnerships such as the
one inked last year with
Mitsubishi Jisho Residence.
Boon Lee takes some time
out to share with BTT
his love for japan, and
the partnership that led
to the development of
Stonor 3.

I immediately soaked up the culture and language, and also developed a penchant for

relationships forged, which I hope will go a long way to helping both of us continue to

Japanese food and sake (Japanese whiskey was still in its infancy then but how I wish

innovate and be leaders in our respective markets.

I had discovered Yamazaki or Nikka). It was also during my time there that I learnt to
be punctual, respect seniority, and be considerate - essential values that have stayed

Stonor 3 is the culmination of our joint venture, reflecting the rich experiences of both

with me and that I’m very thankful for. My time in Japan changed my outlook in life and

Tan & Tan Developments and MJR. It therefore encompasses the meticulous attention to

strengthened my affinity with Japan both in business and in my family life. Japan is now

detail embedded in the Japanese process as well as our extensive knowledge of the local

my family’s favourite holiday destination, and I continue to visit it frequently with both

market. We are extremely proud of the development and believe that buyers will appreciate

family and friends.

the curated fittings, materials and appliances that have been specially handpicked to
ensure the ultimate in comfort and luxury. It was important to us that this attention to

Our joint venture with Mitsubishi Jisho Residence (MJR) is therefore of personal

detail extend to the layout of each unit to ensure that the space within each home is both

significance for me as not only has it allowed Tan & Tan Developments to work and learn

efficiently used and functional, whilst maximising the beautiful cityscape that is KLCC.

from one of Japan’s leading developers, it has also allowed us to tap on their expertise

Being somewhat of an amateur chef, I am particularly pleased with the layout and fit-out

and bring some of the Japanese innovation and functionality so admired around the world

of the kitchen, and I’m sure those with a passion for cooking who eventually move into the

to a Malaysian development. The partnership has also allowed me to better share with our

development will also appreciate the careful planning that went into it. The semi-sunken

teams here in Malaysia what I admire about the Japanese culture and how it influences

tub in the master bedroom is also a personal favourite which I’m sure many will enjoy

the entire development process. It is sometimes easy for people to get stuck in a routine

after a hectic day in the city.

and to approach and roll out new products using the same tried and tested ways. So I am
glad that through this partnership, we have been able to organise study trips that have

I believe that both parties have gained significantly from our joint venture. I know that the

helped our teams gain new perspectives that I hope will not only inspire but encourage

team at Tan & Tan Developments has certainly acquired a new perspective as well as an

them to challenge how we do things, so that Tan & Tan Developments can continue to

appreciation for the immense attention to detail displayed by the Japanese, and I hope

bring to market fresh and innovative ideas.

that this exposure translates into fresh and innovative ideas that we can incorporate into
our business as we continue to grow.

For us, the decision to work with MJR was an easy one as the company shares many of the

8|

core values that have been central to the success of Tan & Tan Developments. Not only

Moving forward, we hope to continue to work closely with MJR, exploring opportunities

do we share a commitment to quality and functionality, we also put our customers at the

both in Malaysia and Japan, and bringing to market new and innovative ideas that have

heart of what we do, ensuring that all our developments make sense for the home buyer

earned us a reputation for being a pioneer in Malaysia with many firsts that have gone on

and add value to the community around it. Tan & Tan Developments and MJR also share

to shape the industry.

|
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DE DIETRICH:

A LEGACY OF INNOVATION

THE DE DIETRICH STORY BEGINS AS FAR BACK AS THREE CENTURIES AGO, WHEN JOHAN DIETRICH BOUGHT
A FOUNDRY NORTH OF STRASBOURG, FRANCE. IN 1778, KING LOUIS XVI CONFERRED THE HUNTING HORN TRADEMARK
IN RECOGNITION OF THE BRAND’S PRODUCT SUPERIORITY; SINCE THEN, DE DIETRICH HAS CONTINUED TO LIVE UP
TO ITS LEGACY OF QUALITY AND INNOVATION.

|
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De Dietrich has been the creator of avant garde home appliances ever since it introduced
the first wood and coal cookers in the 1850s. Its revolutionary technology has garnered
accolades and the praises of renowned chefs and avid home cooks around the world.
Full Zoneless Induction Hob – Le Piano
The zoneless induction hob is De Dietrich’s flagship product and the first of its kind.
Place up to five pots and pans, of any size or shape, anywhere on the glass surface;
move the dish around and the hob still recognises the pot or pan and its chosen setting;
alternatively, designate three independent cooking zones with individual settings. The
Le Piano received three awards in 2011 for its technical performance and unparalleled
design, namely the inaugural Product Innovation Award at the ERT Awards.
Downdraft Hood
This innovative hood is installed on the countertop, next to the hob. The flat panel design
makes it discreet, while still providing excellent performance.
Combi-Steam Oven*
A bain-marie is no longer needed when cooking with a combi-steam oven. Combine heat,
grill or fan cooking with the integrated steam function to attain moist and tender meats,
bake fresh bread, and so much more.
ICS Technology
The patented Intelligent Cooking System (ICS) is the epitome of smart appliances.
It was launched in 2003 and is the only fully automatic technology available for kitchen

Multifunction Plus Pyroclean Color
Matrics Corium Collection

appliances. ICS ovens offer 16 pre-sets of the most commonly prepared recipes, from
roast beef to soufflé, and sensors in the oven will determine the ideal cooking parameters
and duration. De Dietrich worked with a number of professional French chefs to ensure
that every ICS-prepared dish is a divine culinary outcome.

›

Premium Colour Matrics Oven with ICS

A sophisticated screen projects crisp images and is intuitive, making the oven easy to
use. There are three cooking modes: for the amateurs (ICS mode), for the master chefs
(expert) and those who are in between (cooking guide). The patented Low Temperature
Cooking option will cook food right through to the centre.

›

Corium Pyroclean Oven with ICS

White Pearl Multifunction Plus Pyroclean
Tactilium Color Matrics Premium Collection

Pyroclean is a self-cleaning feature that heats the oven’s cavity to 500°C, carbonising
every bit of food and grime into fine dust. A complementary pyro-turbo technology
circulates the air throughout the cavity so that every nook is thoroughly cleaned.

*Tan & Tan Developments’ latest condominium, Stonor 3, integrates the combi-steam
oven and other De Dietrich appliances in the units’ fully fitted kitchens.
To find out more about De Dietrich’s products, visit one of the brand’s showrooms
at Bangsar Shopping Centre, Level 3.

Downdraft Hood Corium Collection
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Multifunction Plus Steam Assisted
Oven Corium Collection

Full Zoneless Induction Hob – Le Piano

EMULATING LIVABLE,
SUSTAINABLE AND
HAPPY CITIES AROUND
THE WORLD
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FOR THE SIXTH TIME IN
A ROW, VIENNA CAME
UP ON TOP IN THE
FAMOUS MERCER STUDY
FOR BEING THE MOST
LIVABLE CITY IN THE
WORLD. WHAT MAKES
THIS AUSTRIAN CITY
SUCH A DESIRABLE
PLACE TO CALL HOME
AND WHAT IS THE REST
OF THE WORLD – OR
RATHER, THE OTHER
230 CITIES THAT WERE
SURVEYED BY THE
MERCER CONSULTING
FIRM - MISSING OUT ON?

Kuala
Lumpur

Vienna

Seoul

Copenhagen

In our neck of the South East Asian woods, Singapore regularly tops the Mercer ranking,

Perhaps the most impressive piece of greenery is the arboretum, managed by the Forest

with Kuala Lumpur following in second place. According to Mercer, they compare

Institute of Malaysia agency under the Natural Resources and Environmental Ministry,

the quality of living in these cities, which in the parameter of their study comprises:

that is less than a 30-minute drive from the city centre; here, a famed canopy walk and

political, social and economic climates; quality of medical care and education; public

several nature trails wind amidst hundreds of species of trees.

infrastructure, such as public transportation, energy and water supplies; recreational
options, and environmental conditions. It sounds like a Herculean task to attempt to

Vibrant Waterfronts

emulate Vienna, when there are so many avenues to consider, but some cities are doing

Seoul invested US$900 million into the urban renewal project that surrounds the

it, with encouraging results.

Cheonggyecheon Stream. What was once a neglected, concealed waterway is now a
haven of aqueous beauty filled with biodiversity, a natural countermeasure to urban heat

Natural Green Spaces

effect and pollution. It now attracts tourists, locals, workers and businesses, and land

Almost half of Vienna is covered in greenery, and having a lot of public parks and green

prices within 50 metres have increased by 30 to 50%.

spaces appears to be a common aspect in cities that rank high in livability. The idea of
allocating a large piece of expensive urban land for a public park might seem like a bad

Hoping to achieve the same success in Malaysia, the Federal Government funded an

business decision. But when you consider where the high value real estates around the

ambitious RM4 billion plan to clean up and rejuvenate a 10.7 kilometre stretch of the

world are located, they usually radiate out from green spaces – think Central Park in New

Klang River, which runs through Kuala Lumpur. Land sale from the revived riverbank

York, and Hyde Park in London.

areas is expected to mitigate the cost while spawning businesses, attracting investments
and creating jobs. Taking a leaf out of the books of the Cheonggyecheon Stream as well

Another example is Lyon in France, which was stricken with unemployment and shuttering

as the River Thames and the Seine, the Kuala Lumpur ‘River of Life’ project includes

of factories in the nineties. They invested in public spaces, including squares and parks,

restoring heritage sites, building public parks and cycling tracks from Sentul to Mid

which returned confidence to their residents and gave them a reason to lift up their heads

Valley, by 2017. It includes a trek that is conducive for walking and is expected to reduce

again. Today, Lyon is one of the finest cities in Europe with people flocking to the growing

traffic demands and increase the walkability of Kuala Lumpur.

economy.
The geographical landscape of Malaysia is such that nature is always nearby, no matter
In Malaysia, the KLCC Park spans a vast 50-acre and has become a popular urban

where you are in the country. From the city, you are never more than an hour’s drive away

sanctuary for the denizens of Kuala Lumpur. Tourists and workers cross paths with

from the forest, sea, a river or a waterfall. The nearest waterfall from the city centre is

joggers and families on the paved path that meanders through the park. The KLCC Park

the Kanching Falls, a magnificent, pristine waterfall composed of seven cascades, where

is only one of many public green spaces in the city, albeit arguably the most well known

weary urbanites can truly cast off the cares of their everyday, busy lives. Kanching Falls

one.

is only one of many aqueous wonders of nature that are easily accessible from Kuala
Lumpur.

At the foot of the KL Tower, 23 acres of land was gazetted as a forest reserve since 1906;
the KL Forest Eco Park (formerly Bukit Nanas Forest Reserve) is possibly the only piece

The Street Environment

of natural rainforest and rare green lung situated right in the centre of the city, and here

In Copenhagen, some 50 years ago, the city started to push vehicular access gradually

some trees have dwelled for hundreds of years. Two larger parks that each measures

away from the main streets, making it more inviting for people to walk. More pedestrian

over 220 acres lie not too far from the city centre – the Titiwangsa Park that surrounds

and less vehicular traffic resulted in a safer city, cleaner air, a healthier lifestyle and an

an enormous lake and the historic Lake Gardens established during the 1880s during the

overall more sustainable city. Bicycle lanes in Copenhagen tend to be next to the sidewalk

British rule.

and on the inside of parked cars, which means the stationary vehicles protect the cyclists
from traffic. Today, about 40% of Copenhagen residents commute to work on bicycle.

16 |
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Street
Environment

'Green'
Development

Bhutan

Desa
Kudalari

In Malaysia, footpaths tend to be a landscape and an afterthought, rather than an

measure its success wholly by economic standards, but also by the happiness of their

essential infrastructure. The good news is that Kuala Lumpur is taking the lead to change

people.

this mindset. In April 2015, the mayor launched the first stretch of the bicycle path (as
part of ‘River of Life’) which spans 5.5 kilometres from Mid Valley to Dataran Merdeka,

Happiness Comes First

and the municipal council has been mulling over building more paths alongside the new

Since 1971, Bhutan has championed this new approach to development and measures the

Mass Rapid Transit tracks, which will connect the city centre to the Greater Kuala Lumpur

country’s prosperity by its gross national happiness (GNH), which encompasses spiritual,

after its scheduled 2017 launch.

physical and social wellbeing of its citizens as well as environmental health. In the past
two decades, life expectancy in Bhutan has doubled and almost all children are enrolled

To encourage more Kuala Lumpur denizens to walk, the city declared every first and third

in primary school. The country remains carbon neutral and at least 60% of its landmass

Sunday of the month to be a “KL car-free morning”, when certain roads in the Golden

will remain under forest cover in perpetuity.

Triangle are closed. Although the move initially drew protest from business operators,
the event has been gaining popularity amongst the local folks who are seen walking,

Catalyst For Change

cycling and skating freely on the car-free roads on those mornings. Banning vehicles

Urbanisation will continue and as the urban population becomes denser, the urgency

altogether has proven to be a good idea in some places; in New York, Times Square and

to address livability and sustainability increases. Even when there is no clear leader to

Herald Square along Broadway have been closed to traffic since 2010 and property values

advocate change or to emulate the countries that are doing it right, the catalyst can come

in those areas have skyrocketed.

from groundswell. In every community that is moving forward, the people embrace the
idea of doing things differently. Even though the benefits might be awhile in coming,

In the past, town planning prioritises the house. Today, we have to think of the context

they look forward to a place that is more livable, sustainable, and where they can find

in which the house exists - the streets and the community at large – which contributes

happiness.

greatly to safety. Neighbourhoods can be planned in a way that makes residents feel a part
of a community that watches out for one another - livability is as much psychological as it

Starting With The Home

is physiological. This can be achieved by, for instance, designing shorter rows of houses

More and more property developers are building ‘green’ developments, which uses

and being creative in differentiating individual properties without putting up fences.

resources – energy, water and materials – efficiently, with minimal impact on the
environment. In 2009, the Malaysian government launched the Green Building Index, and

18 |

The next challenge is to think long term – how do we keep communities viable and vibrant

offered soft loans and tax breaks to businesses that adopt green technology, spurring

for the next 100 years and more? How do we make them sustainable?

more environmentally conscious projects.

Sustainability

In a way, Tan & Tan Developments has always been an advocate of better living by setting

A sustainable development is when the economical, social and environmental aspects

the precedent for developments today: Desa Kudalari was the first apartment ever built

are able to function in harmony and independently. No modern society is able to fully

in Malaysia, which led to maximising land use; Sierramas introduced gated and guarded

achieve this and one that comes close is Singapore, which has been able to manage all

communities to the country and mimicked natural reforestation. The developer continues

the elements of sustainability well, except that it is not able to subsist independently

to set new standards of livability within its developments. Its upcoming project, Stonor 3,

from the rest of the world. So, perhaps an example of an attainable sustainable society

located within walking distance of the KLCC Park and other amenities, has been curated

lies somewhere in the Himalayas, in a small mountainous country called Bhutan. Bhutan

to offer a living environment that is comfortable, convenient and secure, and infused with

is the poster child for sustainable development, while emphasising preservation of

beauty and charm. Tan & Tan Developments will continue to elevate the living standards

culture and good governance. The country generates electricity mostly from run-of-the-

in Kuala Lumpur, as it has always been intent in doing, with new homes that are designed

river hydroelectricity - more than it uses - and sells the excess to India. It also does not

with the happiness of the residents in mind.

|
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CURATING CITIES:

of greatness of the emperors who commissioned them throughout the dynasties. King
Jayavarman VII constructed the Bayon Temple, and his new capital, Angkor Thom, was
built around it. Some scholars believe that the more than 200 identical giant faces carved

WHAT SHAPES A CITY ?

into the stone surfaces depict the King himself, which could be construed to mean that

"IN THE PAST, CITIES HAVE BEEN CURATED TO SERVE RULERS, COLONISTS AND MERCHANTS,

their right to reign. Colonists had used spatial constructions to fortify their authority

AND ALTHOUGH SOCIAL STRUCTURES HAVE EVOLVED, CITIES ARE STILL SHAPED BY TO CATER TO

throughout the world. The colonial history of Kuala Lumpur is the perfect example.

THOSE WHO HOLD THE “POWER” IN SOCIETIES.
BTT SOUGHT OUT AHMAD JEFRI CLYDE, AN URBAN PLANNING CONSULTANT WHO HAS HELMED

he thought of himself as a god king, the proclamation of a power that could not be any
greater.
It was not just historical monarchs and conquerors who used architecture to declare

The Padang (known today as Dataran Merdeka) was chosen as the site of the colonial
administrative centre in the 1890s.

MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS IN MALAYSIA SINCE THE EIGHTIES, TO UNDERSTAND THE FORCES THAT

“The site was selected because it was next to the confluence of Klang and Gombak Rivers,

HAVE AND CONTINUE TO FORM THE CITY OF KUALA LUMPUR."

allowing the colonists control over trade along these two arteries,” Jefri explained.
“Surrounding the Padang were the colonial administrator’s offices; a club exclusive
to the senior British members of administration; the field which was solely for the use
of club members for English sports, such as cricket, rugby and lawn ball; an Anglican
church, the church of the British monarch; an English bank, the Standard Chartered

“Firstly, you’ll have to understand that people interpret space from three

Bank. These buildings were arranged in an enclosed manner - facing inwards -

perspectives – physiological, psychological and sociological,” Jefri began.

and creating, in the process, a perception that suggested that this was ‘our’ space.
And behind it all, on Bluff Road Hill, stood the police headquarters to enforce

“Physiological means the fulfillment of the basic needs of food, shelter and safety, which

the colonists’ rules.” (Bluff Road Hill is today known as Bukit Aman.)

remains as true today as they did 40,000 years ago. The psychological perspective refers
to the perception of space in relation to the self, the family and the community – or

“It’s not a coincidence. This model of the centre of colonial rule is duplicated all over the

simply put, safe vs. dangerous, ours vs. yours, insider vs. outsider. And then we have to

world,” Jefri added. The purpose of the buildings was to serve the needs of a small group

understand the social structure and how its members operate and express themselves

of colonial elites – to “work, play, pray and pay” - and did not provide for “others”. Outside

within this space.” By examining historical and current built environments from these

of this small, strictly exclusive haven that the British had created for themselves, the

three perspectives, we are able to better understand the motivations that shape our

“other” people were left to create their own space.

cities today.
“You will find that the care that went into the planning of the city depended on whether
“Throughout history, a central architecture often emerges as the statement of power in

the people envisioned themselves staying there for the long term or whether their

many civilisations,” Jefri pointed out. These “statements of power” are often of significant

situation was simply temporary. The distinction is clear in cities where British settlers

grandeur and magnitude. The Forbidden City, for instance, was the imperial home for the

intended to stay for good – like in Australia and North America - these places are often

emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties, and was the seat of great power for over five

laid out in a grid format; cities that were built by merchants, who are essentially passers-

from top

centuries.

by, are usually chaotic.” In the case of Kuala Lumpur, it was clear that the colonists had

The Forbidden City, China

no grand vision for Malaya; neither did the early Chinese migrants, whose ambition was
AHMAD JEFRI CLYDE
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The temples scattered across Angkor, the centre of the Khmer Empire for centuries, are

to return to their homeland after striking it rich at the tin mines in Kuala Lumpur. As a

another example nearer to home. They were not just religious monuments but symbols

result, much of the city developed in a disorderly manner.

The Bayan Temple, Cambodia
Sultan Abdul Samad building
next to Dataran Merdeka

|
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Although most advanced societies are no

players determining the city structure

would you go if you had to guess? I’ve asked

longer ruled by supreme rulers who view

is when Tan & Tan built the first gated

this question many times, and almost

themselves as gods or colonists whose

and guarded community in the country

everyone would say KLCC; specifically, the

intent is to plunder, statements of power

(Sierramas).”

KLCC park. But when I present the same
question for Petaling Jaya, the answers

and the segregation of social levels still
Sierramas was a novel project in its time

a brainchild of the former Prime Minister,

and laws did not even exist yet to support

Tun Mahathir,” Jefri said. “Petronas

this living arrangement. However, the

History has shown that social structure

oversees the country’s oil & gas resources,

demand for such a community continued

greatly influences, if not dictates, the built

which contribute to 20% of the country’s

to gain momentum and clout, which led

environment. However, with the advent of

GDP.” After the towers were built, they

to the eventual amendment of the Strata

ICT and other new technologies changing

effectively became the centre of the city,

Title Act in 2007. Since then, gated and

again the way we interact with each other,

and the financial institutions and other

guarded communities have become the

future urban structures are unclear. Mobile

supporting businesses gravitated towards

norm throughout Kuala Lumpur and even

technology has allowed us to “work, play,

them. This meant that this gleaming,

across the country.

pray and pay” from anywhere, but Jefri
believes that “it’s inherent human nature

soaring architecture became a statement
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vary greatly.”

exist. “Consider the Petronas Twin Towers,

to crave face-to-face interaction.”

of economic power. While there are no

The next question that we should concern

longer restrictions as to whom is allowed

ourselves with is ‘how to ensure the

entry into the centre of this new kind of

livability and sustainability of our cities?’

“In the future, it could be that we would

“power”, income levels now dictate who

Jefri pointed out the examples of towns

live anywhere and commute in driverless

can afford to live in the areas surrounding

like Gopeng and Rawang, which in the

cars to our workplace. Perhaps business

it; hence, the KLCC neighbourhood is

tin-mining heydays were bustling towns,

owners and skilled employees would live

where the elites of today’s society live.

but they fell into decline when the tin

further from the city because they are

As the city develops outwards, those with

industry died. Likewise, when the North-

still connected via technology, while the

higher income levels will displace the

South Highway superseded the old trunk

manual workers who have to be present at

working class, unless the government

road (Federal Road 1), towns that were

the workplace will displace them instead.

takes strides to mitigate this.

bypassed in the new route also fell into

Or maybe we won’t live in just one home,

decline. This is one of the reasons that

but own a few pads in different cities and fly

But we should not think that we are passive

the sundry of retail and entertainment

into whichever city that we have business

participants, subject to societal structure,

facilities, and the large public park in the

that requires attending to in person. In that

in the curating of our cities. Jefri argues

KLCC area surrounding the Twin Towers

case, developments like Stonor 3 would

that: “People are the curators of the place

are important for the sustainability of the

cater to people like these.”

they live in. We are each part of a certain

city. They bring people into the city centre,

demographic or a member of a particular

even outside work hours, and keep the city

Jefri concluded, “At this point, no one

society that determine market demand.

vibrant and alive in perpetuity. Jefri posed

really knows what shape future cities will

Additionally, property developers like Tan

the question: “If you’re on the phone with

take, except that ICT will play a significant

from top
Sierramas

& Tan Developments join associations

a friend and he says, ‘Let’s meet in Kuala

role in influencing it.”

Stonor 3

like REHDA to influence regulations.

Lumpur’, but the line gets cut before you

A very clear instance of people and industry

could agree on the meeting point, where

opposite page
Petronas Twin Towers & KLCC Park
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"The buyers of
G Residence
received the keys
to their brand
new units in
April. Now that
they are able to
see, touch and
inhabit the actual
development,
after having
purchased the
units off-plan,
BTT caught up
with a few buyers
to conduct a postenquiry of sorts
and find out if
their expectations
were met or,
hopefully,
surpassed."

Signed,Sealed
and Finally Delivered!
24 |
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G Residence was conceived as a place for contemporary urbanites, to satisfy all their

supermarket, lots of shops, coffee hangouts

modern day needs and desires – a self-sustaining development, so to speak. Located in

and restaurants, including Alexis which

the quiet neighbourhood of Desa Pandan, just off Jalan U Thant, this mixed residential

sometimes has live shows on the weekends.”

development provides accessible convenience and convenient accessibility; residents
should want for almost nothing within the vicinity.

“There are also three other supermarkets
within a five-minute drive,” she continued.

Faridah Stephens has been living in Kuala Lumpur for about 25 years, in Ampang for

“The RSGC is right in front and I believe there

the most part. She procured a unit in G Residence because she thought it would make

is sometimes a back entrance open for use

a good investment property and would also be suitable for her son when he decides to

by members. The Raintree Club and Selangor

settle down one day. The location and convenience offered is “just fabulous”, according

Polo & Riding Club are also a two-minute

to Faridah. “Work life can be stressful. Having a home close to where you work, without

drive away. KLCC and the Central Business

having to fight through traffic, that has lots of conveniences and amenities nearby, is the

District is a 10-minute car ride away too.

way to go.”

I’m told that an IKEA will be opening soon in
Cheras, not too far away.

Peter James Warner and Yoon Kum Ju, who have lived in many cities around the world
and finally settled in Kuala Lumpur in 1998, also thought that G Residence was very

“Gleneagles Medical Centre is close by, and

strategically located. It is close to Jalan Ampang and is just six kilometres from KLCC;

doubling in size by the looks of it, and should

so they bought two units for investment when it was first launched.

have more specialists soon.” The Ampang Puteri Hospital and state-of-the-art Prince
Court Medical Centre is also near, which means a wide range of medical specialists and

After exploring the condominium for the first time, the new owners were immediately

emergency care is always at hand.

taken by the spectacular view from Level Three, which begins with the adjacent Royal
Selangor Golf Club that blends into the entire Kuala Lumpur City Centre dominating the

The buyers had also noticed the hoarding for a new international school, which had been

skyline, and the Twin Towers rising up amidst it all. On the same floor, where all the

put up recently around an area on Jalan Ampang Hilir. The site will be transformed into a

facilities are located, a landscaped garden occupies an entire acre, which all three buyers

new campus for the International School of Kuala Lumpur by August 2017, and will make

expressed their admiration for.

a welcome addition to the other international schools in the neighbourhood, including
Fairview, Sayfol and Taylor’s.

Peter also pointed out that “the gymnasium is well constructed and a lot of thought has
been put into designing the space, including the ceiling that allows natural sunlight in.”

It is evident that G Residence residents could really have it all, within a short distance
of their homes. But if they wanted to venture further out of the city centre, they could

Kum Ju was pleased to see that the residents’ parking area was well planned. “The roads

just as easily access highways and thoroughfares. No one is more familiar with this than

are wider than in other developments and good quality cement flooring was used. And

longtime Kuala Lumpur resident, Faridah. She mentions the Tun Razak Exchange mega-

the car park is brightly lit.”

project being built nearby; the new road link that is also being built to Jalan Jelatek, past
Great Eastern Mall, will mean that the turn-off to the Duke Highway – which takes you

This leads to another aspect that is of utmost importance to the buyers - security. “They

to Bangsar, Damansara and beyond – will be about two kilometres away; the start of the

(Tan & Tan) do a good job with security, from what I hear,” Faridah commented. Peter

MEX Highway, which leads to KLIA, is about 15.5 kilometres away too.

concurred with this in his observation of the security systems and guards that are in
place, which “are comforting and gives a sense of security to the residents.”

The astute buyers also observed that there are many embassies located nearby and many
expatriates living in the neighbourhood, which bodes good rental opportunities. Faridah
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At the retail annex below, named G Village, a carefully selected tenant mix will cater to

will rent her unit out until her son has a need for it. Peter and Kum Ju are renovating one

the residents’ daily needs and then some; the buyers are looking forward to the opening

of their two units before letting them out too; even though they had bought these homes

of the shops. Peter and Kum Ju believe that this will “brighten up the area and elevate

as an investment, they intend to convert one into a holiday home if they were to move

its status”, and will “truly be a welcome convenience for homeowners of G Residence.”

again.

However, if residents want to venture outside of the building, there is much in the vicinity

The fact that Faridah, Peter and Kum Ju could envision living in these units themselves

to keep them occupied. “Great Eastern Mall has quite a buzz about it and my family and

is perhaps the best indication that G Residence has, after all, delivered beyond

I like to go there on weekends,” said Faridah. “It is a stone’s throw away and has a large

expectations.

|
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HAVE YOU
HEARD
OF
SHELL
AND
CORE?

The term is self-explanatory when you think about it. Shell and core describes the
finished (or rather, unfinished) state of a building that is for sale or ready to be rented
out; it is a basic structure made up of the essential internal structure (core) and walls
(shell).
Still, a shell and core property can vary quite considerably, depending on the

SHELL AND CORE
IS A COMMON CONCEPT
IN THE PROPERTY
INDUSTRY, ESPECIALLY
IN OFFICE DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE USA AND
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
IN COUNTRIES LIKE
CHINA AND RUSSIA.
TAN & TAN DEVELOPMENTS
OFFERS THE BENEFITS OF
SHELL AND CORE WITH
THE NEWLY COMPLETED
DAMAI 15.

developer’s definition. Typically, at bare minimum, the building is a stark structure
that greets you, when you enter, with concrete surfaces, exposed ceiling, and no
fittings whatsoever. Some shell and core properties are further along in the stage
of completion, but some renovation is still required to prepare the property for
occupancy.
In Russia, wall surfaces would already be plastered, but new owners would still need
to splash on some paint or install tiles. In China, walking into a brand new residence
is entering an empty space with only load-bearing columns, no walls and a hole
where the toilet bowl is supposed to be. Because of the commonplace shell and core
approach in the Chinese property industry, the after-sale market
is robust there, with contractors and design consultants in demand and numerous
businesses selling lightings, doors, sanitary wares and so on.
The concept, also known as base build, originated from the shores of USA. Initially,
American developers decked out offices with carpet tiles, air-conditioning, lighting,
and other fittings that were necessary for a proper work environment. However,
tenants who signed on later would have other ideas, and much of these fittings would
be taken down; sometimes even mechanical and electrical configurations were
completely altered if the tenant had an entirely different blueprint in mind.
As a result, all the labour, material and cost that had been expended during the final
stage of construction became redundant. In time, developers found it to be more
practical and cost-effective to leave the fit-out materials uninstalled, letting the
tenants do with the materials as they wished.
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A similar approach was introduced in the UK with the Broadgate development, close
to the Liverpool Street Station, which became a landmark of the city’s property boom
in the eighties. The developer, Rosehaugh, did not include ceiling and carpet tiles, or
many other typical fittings. Instead, they offered a rent-free period and provided an
allowance for the landlords to fit out their offices, which became known in the industry
as a ‘Category A fit-out allowance’. Following Broadgate’s introduction of the novel
concept, shell and core became a widely adopted approach in UK office developments.
Definitions of Category A and B fit-outs vary for each developer. Here is an example
of items that could be listed under these categories (for offices):

CATEGORY A FIT OUT

CATEGORY B FIT OUT

› Dropped ceilings and raised floors

› Partitions

› Basic mechanical and engineering
distribution

› Carpet

› Finishes for internal surfaces
› Blinds

› Fit-out for reception area
and kitchen
› Lighting
› IT and AV equipment
› Furniture
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Always one to spearhead unfamiliar

“Many end up tearing up tiles, pulling

sell property, so there is a literal ‘before

for them to convert into a dream home.

concepts in Malaysia, Tan & Tan

down walls and rewiring the house.

and after’ comparison which interested

With built-up areas ranging from 3,953

Developments has used the shell and

As a developer that is socially and

buyers can view,” said Yee Seng.

to 4,565 sq. ft., and a vast rooftop

core approach with the newly completed

environmentally conscious, we wanted

“It’s not the first time that Tan &

terrace, there is more than enough

Damai 15, four exclusive three-storey

to reduce waste of material, time

Tan Developments is introducing a

space for any design ideas. The houses

houses in Kuala Lumpur.

and labour. It also occurred to us

new property concept in Malaysia.

were built using flat slabs, which means

that by eliminating this final phase of

We understand that it will take time

that there are no internal load-bearing

“We realised that many of our buyers

construction, there is significant cost

for buyers to get accustomed to this

walls or columns; owners can put up or

have their own creative ideas on how to

saving which we can then pass on to

approach, so we make extra effort to

omit walls anywhere they wish.

fit out their homes,” said Yee Seng Tan,
Director of Tan & Tan Developments.

the buyers.”

demonstrate the benefits and potential

“They are distinctive individuals and

One of these houses, however, has

they want their homes to reflect their

been finished with luxurious fittings and

For interior designers, though,

+6017 361 2266 / +6017 357 2266

personality.

furnishings. “Damai 15 is a built-then-

Damai 15 is a magnificent empty canvas

to make an appointment.

of a shell and core property.”

Damai 15 is located just two kilometres
from KLCC. To view, please call

|
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LIVING
LUXURIOUSLY
BARBARA
BARRY
"Barbara Barry’s furniture is the embodiment of sophistication and livability,
and adorn the homes of some of the most prominent families in America.
Numerous Barbara Barry pieces were selected to furnish the spacious
Park Manor showhouse, where the understated forms and lines of the
furniture befit the elegant architecture. BTT spoke to the eponymous
founder of the company to gain insight into her artistic process and some
of her designs."
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T

he Barbara Barry brand originated as an interior design firm, which portfolio started with residences and grew to include

WHY USE A BURNISHED FINISHING FOR THIS PIECE?

commercial design as well as a line of sublime home furnishings. Incorporated as far back as 1985 in Los Angeles, the

Any good room is made up of different surfaces; surfaces that hold the light in different

brand now stands for a blend of elegance and livability. The interior design firm is hands-on in their approach towards their

ways from matte to reflective to burnished. This burnished silver holds the light in a soft

commissions, while engaging the finest artisans from different fields to achieve inspiring designs in private and commercial spaces

way and is lovely in a dining room with candlelight, a bedroom with soft light or in an entry

across America. The brand’s furniture collection is found further afield in design centres and fine furniture stores throughout the world,

with bright light. It also works as a room divider to break up space. It is one of my favourite

and Barbara Barry galleries are found in Moscow, Bangkok, Singapore and Kuala Lumpur.

pieces.

‹

Barbara herself was born and lives in California, where the abundance of light, nature and colours has greatly influenced her work.

*FOUR-PANEL SILVER SCREEN

Being largely self-taught, her success was drawn from her confidence and inspired by her mother, an oil painter, who was full of original
ideas and taught her to believe in herself.

WHEN YOU ARE DESIGNING A PARTICULAR PIECE, DO YOU IMAGINE THE SPACE WHERE

WHAT IS YOUR INSPIRATION FOR THIS FORM?

THE PIECE WOULD EVENTUALLY RESIDE IN OR DO YOU START WITH THE PIECE AND THEN

This piece has a deeply upholstered headboard with scalloped outline

LET IT FIND ITS PLACE IN THE WIDER INTERIOR DESIGN SCHEME?

and recalls the glamour of Hollywood. This is a sumptuous piece that

I always think of the ‘mood’ of the room when I am designing. I ask myself “How would this

sets the tone for an elegant statement in a bedroom.

piece fit into the mood of this room?”

›
CHARMED LIFE UPHOLSTERED BED

IN RELATION TO THE EARLIER QUESTION, HOW DO YOU DECIDE ON THE SIZE/DIMENSIONS
OF A PIECE OF FURNITURE?
Over the years of designing furniture, I have come to know the proportions that work best
for the human body. I design for the body when it comes to scale, knowing if someone is
comfortable, they will be happy.

COULD YOU TELL US MORE ABOUT THE CHOICE OF MATERIAL FOR THIS LAMPSHADE?
Light is always more lovely when reflected through a silk shade. I love how this chandelier
feels elegant but not overly formal. The warmth of the raw silk married to the soft brass
emits a warm and flattering glow to any table.

‹

DO THE CURVED GLASS DOORS ACHIEVE A CERTAIN AESTHETIC PURPOSE?

*ENLIGHTENED LAMP

I believe in the balance of the ‘yin’ and the ‘yang’ or the masculine line balanced by the feminine
line, and this piece demonstrates that perfectly. The curve of the doors coupled with the gentle
arc of the wood ovals offers relief to the eye and a pleasing counterpoint to the larger mass

HOW CAN WE USE THIS COCKTAIL TABLE TO ITS FULLEST INTENT?

and form.

The Cabochon Cocktail Table is another favorite piece of mine because it is
IS THERE A SPECIFIC INSPIRATION FOR THE UNIQUE OVAL TRACERY?

functional and artful. With two levels, one can use the glass surface with ease while

The oval is my signature line. It signifies movement and the feminine form. The eye is never at

showcasing a composition on the shelf below. I show an array of books or even a

rest and I want the eye to travel around the form and around the room as it does in painting.

small painting with a small vase of flowers. It is constantly changing and wonderful
to look at, like an animated piece of art in the room.

‹
OPEN OVAL CHINA CABINET

›
*CABOCHAN COCKTAIL TABLE

COULD YOU ELABORATE ON WHY THIS PIECE IS CALLED
CONVERSATION SOFA?
The gentle curve of the Conversation Sofa invites one to sit and face

*Pieces that are found at the Park Manor
showhouse at Sierramas.

the other, which isn’t true on a rectilinear sofa. Also, this sofa can
float in a room, allowing one to see the curve of the back and walk
easily around it.

To explore the Barbara Barry brand, visit www.barbarabarry.com
and the showroom at the Gardens Mall, 2nd floor.

›

The Park Manor showhouse is available for viewing;
to make an appointment, call +6017 361 2266 / +6017 357 2266

CONVERSATION SOFA
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THE END FOR ONE,
THE BEGINNING
FOR ANOTHER

A

fter breaking ground three years
ago, Tan & Tan Developments is
about to complete the construction

of the exclusive collection of ultraspacious luxurious homes – Park Manor.
Encapsulated in a secure eight-acre
haven, filled with tropical landscapes
and tree-lined sunlight-dappled streets,
Park Manor was designed to provide all
the indoor and outdoor space that your
extended family could desire.
As the finishing touches are being placed
on these 41 homes and the expected
February 2016 handover is at hand, a new
journey is about to begin for the exclusive
few who will reside here. Here is where
families can put down deep roots, foster
bonds and grow. To mark what could be
an important milestone in the lives of these
residents-to-be, Tan & Tan Developments
will be presenting some ‘housewarming’
gifts,

most

notably

the

individually

designed – hence, unique - gardens for
each home, as well as other home fittings
to make the transition smoother.

A MAN TRAVELS THE WORLD
OVER IN SEARCH OF WHAT
HE NEEDS AND RETURNS
HOME TO FIND IT.
~ George A. Moore

Park Manor is nestled against another
of Tan & Tan Developments' flagship
project, Sierramas, which is today one
of Klang Valley’s most premium suburban
addresses.

The

Sierramas

concept

continues to flourish and remains a
benchmark for residential excellence,
as it also remains near and dear to the
heart of the developer. But sometimes
loving something means letting it go,
for it to fulfil a greater purpose. The
Park Manor journey for Tan & Tan
Developments is coming to an end, but
an exciting new journey could begin for
you and your family. To join this journey,
call +6017 361 2266 / +6017 357 2266.
Available for sale and lease.
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DAMAI
RESIDENCE:
LAYING IT OUT

When Tan & Tan Developments approached Surbana, the
Singapore-based multidisciplinary practice in design consultancy,
they had clear ideas for the plot of land they wanted to develop
in the up-and-coming Damai neighbourhood: a high-rise building
that blends in with the tranquility of the surrounding environment;
efficient floor plates that cater to the contemporary lifestyle and,
specifically, private lobbies for each apartment unit to preserve
privacy.
There are 31 units in this low-density development that rises only
20 storeys above ground. There aren’t too few units that it underutilises the land nor too many that it becomes uncomfortably
crowded, and it isn’t too tall that it overwhelms the neighbourhood
milieu nor too short that residents cannot enjoy the view.
From the hectic city, you would enter the quiet Damai
neighbourhood before reaching Damai Residence. Inside the
development, a double-volume drop-off lobby welcomes you
and your visitors. Tina Chin, the Vice President of Surbana’s
Architectural division, recalled, “The high ceiling in the lobby was
a happy consequence of a requirement by the fire authority, which
necessitated the first floor to be raised to accommodate firefighting equipment, if the need arises.”

WHEN TAN & TAN DEVELOPMENTS BEGAN PLANNING FOR DAMAI RESIDENCE, THE HALF AN ACRE PIECE OF
LAND POSED AN INTERESTING CONUNDRUM. IT WAS NEAR THE PETRONAS TWIN TOWERS AND ANYTHING
BUILT HERE COULD ENJOY A RESPLENDENT VIEW OF THE CITY. YET, IT WAS ALSO SET IN THE CHARMING
DAMAI NEIGHBOURHOOD AND COULDN’T RISE OSTENTATIOUSLY FROM THE QUIET SURROUNDINGS; THE LAND
WAS SOMEWHAT LONG, WHICH MEANT THAT THE STRUCTURE HAD TO FOLLOW SUIT IF IT WAS TO USE THE
SPACE TO ITS FULLEST. WITH DEFT DESIGN SKILLS AND SOME INGENUITY, THE RESULTING DEVELOPMENT
HAD TRANSFORMED CHALLENGES INTO ADVANTAGES, AND STILL ENJOYS ALL THE REWARDS OF ITS PRIME
LOCATION.
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faces calmer immediate surroundings
and also the expanded view towards the
north of KL.”
The kitchen has, in recent years, escalated
in importance in regards to city living.
While there are more than plenty of diningout options in the city centre, homecooking has become a serious hobby for
even the busy executive. Proficient home
chefs require fully functional kitchen that
merges the requirements of Western and
Asian cuisines, and this is exactly what
the sizable kitchen in Damai Residence
provides. The kitchen’s glass partition
and bar counter effect a seamless flow
to the living and dining spaces, creating
a cohesive area of almost 500 sq. ft. for
you to move around in or for entertaining.
Then, as you walk towards the back of your
unit, you retreat into solitary comforts.
“Another advantage of the depth of the
site is that we were able to create wider
bedrooms,” Tina said.
Because

Damai

Residence

consists

of a single block, all four sides are
unobstructed. Consequently, each home

PRIVATE LIFT LOBBY

receives an abundance of sunlight and is
naturally airy. On the East and West-facing

From here, the lifts would bring you up to

greeted by the view of the Twin Towers,”

walls, there are smaller slit windows to

your private lift lobby, which marks the

Tina said. “The shape of the land and the

reduce heat gain into the home so that you

start of your private haven. Every floor

single structure also allows the apartment

can still enjoy the bright, sunny skies with

consists of only two units, a mirror image

to be comfortably set back quite a distance

minimal discomfort.

of each other. The private lobbies, lifts and

away from the main road.” The setback

staircase, separate the 1,938 sq. ft. units

allows Damai Residence to be encircled in

Tina concluded, “We are very pleased

so that, in effect, there is no shared wall

verdant landscaping, a characteristic that

that we are able to satisfy the client's

between the two independent homes,

appears in all Tan & Tan Developments’

requirement of a highly efficient layout

making them almost similar to bungalow

properties.

which had allowed innovation to flourish

units elevated high above the ground.

when the space available is limited – less
The transition to calm continues inside the

is more.”

According to Tina, the first and most

unit, which is stretched along the length of

important factor that was taken into

the land; the elongated layout is cleverly

Damai Residence sits on the edge of

consideration is the orientation of the

used to complement the urban lifestyle.

the city centre, less than two kilometers

building in relation to the surroundings.

Tina explained, “The layout was planned

from KLCC Park. While it enjoys all the

There is only a single, solitary block, which

in a linear form – it flows from high to

advantages of being at the heart of the city,

allows it to be angled to take full advantage

low activity areas. We incorporated the

it is also removed from the typical urban

of the views. “You would enter from the

progression from the living and dining

frenzy. Where it lies, it is – as in many

private lobby, into the living and dining

spaces, to the quieter bedrooms and,

other aspects - “just right”. For more

spaces. On the higher floors, you would be

eventually, the master bedroom which

information, call +603 2283 2266.
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A Passion To Succeed

An attention for detail; an eye for design; and an ever inquisitive
mind. Yee Seng Tan has been enthralled with development since
a young age when Lego and scaled models filled his time.
Today, he drives many of Tan & Tan Developments’ significant
projects as its Director, working to bring to life concepts for
today’s modern family. As its parent company, IGB Corporation,
celebrates its 50th Anniversary, Yee Seng shares with us the
journey that has led to Tan & Tan Developments becoming
a name synonymous with innovation and quality.

Growing up, my grandfather loved to regale us with tales of his youth – how he cycled through villages shouting “Ayaaaaaaam!” with
a cage full of squawking chickens to help earn some money for his family, and later took up a job as a clerk in the British Military
Administration before stepping out on his own and, with his brother, founding several companies including Ipoh Garden Sdn Bhd, which
is known today as IGB Corporation Berhad, and Tan & Tan Developments Berhad.
My grandfather grew up in a time that was in stark contrast to the world we live in. Listening to his stories, I sometimes find it incredulous
that so much has changed in just two generations. While I grew up in a time when “globalisation” was the word of the moment and
the world was on the cusp of entering the digital age, my grandfather’s youth was shaped by the Great Depression, World War II, and
Malaysia’s independence. His experiences undoubtedly shaped his outlook and work ethic which were grounded in values such as
honesty, hard work, sincerity, and the continuous pursuit of knowledge. When he became a father and later a grandfather, he was

Yee Seng, when he was little, with his grandfather,
Dato’ Tan Chin Nam, and grandmother, Datin Tan Wor Lin.
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adamant that these values be instilled in his children and grandchildren. Today, it is those values that continue to shape how we do
business.

|
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2015

2012

G Residence

U-Thant Residence

2011

2006

Hampshire Place

2006

Northpoint

Damai 33

2005

Seri Maya

As we have been celebrating IGB’s 50th

These developments would go on to firmly

it is about relationships and teamwork.”

if you are aware of this and if you’re in a

spaces as long as they are safe and secure

hospitality spaces. More immediately,

Anniversary this year, I can’t help but

establish Tan & Tan Developments in the

The longer I have worked, the better I have

business that you genuinely love, this does

as well as close to amenities, recreational

however, and back at home, we will be

pause and reflect on these stories and the

Malaysian market and earn it a reputation

come to understand what he meant. No

not always have to be the case.

areas, and public transportation.

launching Stonor 3, which I believe is a

journey that has brought us to where we

for being both innovative and a market

matter how brilliant a business plan or

are today.

leader.

how game-changing a new product is, it

In our family, we have been lucky as our

To succeed as a developer in these times,

demand. Not only is its location extremely

is the people who determine its success.

business is quite diverse. Many members

you need to have a constant ear to the

central - a short distance from KLCC Park,

great development that will see positive

Ipoh Garden and Tan & Tan Developments

Success Built On People

Tan & Tan Developments has been

of the third generation have therefore had

ground. It is no longer enough to just

the Twin Towers, and just off Jalan Tun

were

1971

Today, Tan & Tan Development sits within

fortunate to have an extremely talented

the opportunity to choose roles that they

build what people want, but to anticipate

Razak - it offers residents a tranquil home

respectively by my grandfather, Tan Chin

the enlarged IGB Corporation as a result of

team of people, many who have worked

enjoy and feel passionate about, whether

the next trend so as to stay ahead of the

environment right in the heart of KLCC,

Nam, and his brother, Tan Kim Yeow,

a merger between Tan & Tan Developments

with us for a long time and have become

that be in leasing, investments, property

competition. Moving forward, whilst we

ensuring that families are close to some

who at the time, seemingly had the

and IGB (previously Ipoh Garden), which

family. We’ve also had the opportunity

development, hospitality, marketing, or

remain true to our roots and keep people at

of the best food, retail, and recreational

world at their feet. They had weathered

was completed in 2002. Through the

to work with some of the industry’s

retail management. As a result, today in

the heart of what we do, we will work hard

facilities that Kuala Lumpur has to offer.

the Great Depression, survived World

years, we have built an array of quality

most

innovative

IGB and Tan & Tan Developments, many

to keep abreast of emerging trends, grow

War II, and it seemed like anything was

developments here at home, including such

consultants and business partners who

from my generation have not only taken

the company, and bring our focus back to

Exciting times lie ahead for Malaysia, and

possible. Ipoh Garden was established

projects as Sucasa; Sierramas, Malaysia’s

have not only helped us bring to life our

up roles in the business but have actively

creating and managing communities.

Tan & Tan Developments is extremely

in order to purchase 200 acres of land

first private residential estate; Hampshire

ideas but continuously challenge us so

played a role in driving it forward. It’s my

in Ipoh, while Tan & Tan Developments

Park; U-Thant Residences; and more

that we continue to push traditionally

belief, therefore, that we can go a long way

Tan & Tan Developments has some

As we jointly celebrate the 50th Anniversary

was established to purchase two pieces

recently Seri Ampang Hilir, G Residence,

accepted boundaries. I believe the strong

to realising ever greater achievements.

exciting projects that we’ll be looking

of our parent company, IGB Corporation,

of land on either side of Jalan Tun Razak

and Garden Manor in Sierramas, amongst

relationships that we have developed are

to bring to market in the next few years.

we want to take lessons from our past

that my grandfather had heard about

others. As we’ve built up our portfolio, we

testament to the inclusive culture that my

Malaysia has changed a great deal in just

Notably, to meet the increasing demand

while looking to the future, evolving our

during a game of mahjong. Those pieces

have remained committed to contributing

grandfather established, which continues

two generations. Looking at how Kuala

for larger homes with quiet recreational

business while continuing to do what we

of land would later be developed into Desa

to the ever evolving landscape here in

to thrive today.

Lumpur’s cityscape has emerged is just

spaces for the family, we are working on

do best – developing homes that not only

Kudalari, Malaysia’s first condominium;

Malaysia, building homes that not only

one example of how far we have come

a hillslope development at Melawati that

make sense for the people of today but

MiCasa, the first development in Malaysia

make sense for the people but add value to

Staying Relevant Today & For Tomorrow

as a nation. The landscape in which we

will not only provide families with security

add value to communities and to Malaysia

to combine serviced apartments with

the communities around them.

There is a saying that wealth does not go

operate differs greatly from those of my

but with green open spaces for all to enjoy.

as a whole.

beyond three generations. Though the

grandfather’s

today

We have also started a project in London,

founded

in

1964

and

hotel facilities; and Desa Angkasa, a

forward-thinking

and

days.

Malaysians

proud to be a part of its continued growth.

low rise condominium which sought to

As we look to the future, I can’t help but

third generation in many family businesses

are demanding greater quality, showing

in the Southbank area, that will see the

fill a niche in the market for well to do

remember something my grandfather

often lacks the same drive and hunger as

a greater consciousness for sustainable

construction of a mixed use development,

Malaysians, foreigners, and diplomats.

once said to me. “Business is about people,

the two generations before, I believe that

solutions, and are willing to live in smaller

consisting of residential, office, retail, and

2003

Desa Damansara 2
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2002

Sri Bukit Persekutuan

1993

Sierramas Resort Homes

1993

Tara Condominium

1980

MiCasa All Suite Hotel

1979

Desa Kudalari
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ST. GILES’
NEWEST HOTEL OPENS
ON THE TANK STREAM,
SYDNEY
Sydney - a city that often finds itself on lists of greatest cities to
live and work in; it has everything you could want: sun, sand and
sea; history, culture, and a rich variety of cuisines. It’s no wonder
that more than 30 million visitors flock to the city every year. About
230 years ago, the first English flag was raised on what is today
known as Loftus Street, by Captain Arthur Philip, who established
the first European settlement in Australia. Today, the occasion is
commemorated with a flagpole supported by a sandstone plinth
at the same location.
Just 500 metres away, on the corner of Hunter and Pitt Streets,
the veil was pulled off a designated heritage building last July,
revealing its new vocation as a hotel. The Tank Stream Hotel
joins the growing chain of St. Giles’ international hotels managed
by CHM Hotel Management, a subsidiary of IGB Corporation
Berhad. The plush 280-room four-star hotel takes the name of
the historical stream, which provided early settlers with fresh
water for nearly four decades. Over time, it was covered with
sandstone and the modern city was built over it. Today, visitors
can still follow the course of the underground stream by following
the businesses, buildings, artwork and etchings into the road
above ground, which have been named after or attributed to
the watercourse; one of which is, of course, the Tank Stream
– St Giles Premier Hotel.
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The hotel is adorned with marble carved from the quarry near the Wombeyan Caves,
located about 130 kilometres southwest of Sydney. Extraction of the creamy and greywhite saccharoidal marbles was ceased in the late 1990s, to preserve the caves and
ground water in the area, making Tank Stream Hotel one of the few buildings to still
feature the elegant marble surface.
Located in the financial district of Sydney's Central Business District and in close
proximity to the city's key attractions, public transport and exclusive shopping precincts,
it caters to the needs of both business and leisure travellers. Wynyard and Martin Place
railway stations are but a five-minute walk away, and Circular Quay station is less than
10 minutes away, facilitating access to other destinations within the city and to the airport.
Some of Sydney’s finest shopping, restaurants, bars and points of interest are accessible
on foot; the Sydney Opera House and the Queen Victoria Building (QVB) are a short
10-minute walk away. A relatively unknown fact is that the QVB owes its present glory
to none other than the IGB Corporation. Back in its earlier iteration as Ipoh Limited, the
company undertook to rescue the crumbling QVB, first opened in 1898, from demolition;
the company invested some AUD86 million to transform the building into the historical
icon, tourist destination and world-class retail centre it is today. If ever you are fortunate
enough to admire the gorgeous architecture in person, you will be able to observe a nod
to IGB in the stained glass cartwheel windows, where the company’s initials are painted
on one of the panels. If you are visiting Sydney, then you must of course stay at the Tank
Stream Hotel. For more information, visit www.tankstreamhotel.com
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MAGICAL
MINIATURE FOREST
"For dwellers of the concrete jungle, the beauty of the forest with all its intricate colours, shapes and forms
can only be enjoyed on an eco-holiday away from the city. If you live in kuala lumpur where the equatorial
climate and urbanisation create heat and lower humidity, there are limited plant species which can grow here.
Furthermore, few homes here have a garden. DAVID TAN, however, has not let these obstacles come between
him and his passion for the kingdom of plants."

The Setup
The species of plants that you plan to grow would also influence the physical design and electrical components of your terrarium; for
instance, the distance between plants and the lighting, fan or chiller, water trays, etc. Therefore, think about what you want to grow
before designing the terrarium. If you are growing highland carnivorous plants, you will need some sort of air conditioning or chiller to
bring the temperature down.
Potted Or Planted
A terrarium can either be a planted landscape garden, with plants planted directly in the community growing area, or a potted setting, in
which each plant is in individual pots. The planted terrarium can be a very spectacular and eye-catching display if done properly, and will
look exactly like a piece of nature encapsulated. However, some species will spread throughout the landscape like weeds, suffocating
others. If one plant is sick or attacked by pests, it cannot be isolated and treated. On the other hand, the potted setting can look great

TROPICAL
TERRARIUM

COLD
TERRARIUM

I live on the 13th floor in an apartment, without a balcony, and in the city, which makes it so much harder if you have an uncontainable

if the plants are arranged neatly. I personally prefer this layout as it is easier to maintain, although I have a hybrid setup of both.

passion for the cultivation of plants, as I do. The elements are against me because humidity is low inside the home and there is virtually

Sick or pest-infested plants can be taken out so that the disease or pest does not spread. Various species with different media

no natural light. So, 10 years ago, I set out to artificially create the natural environments in terrariums (or grow chambers) for these wild

and water requirements can be grown together as they are individually potted.

plants, which make unique showpieces instead of the regular fish tank or picture. I tend to love odd and weird plants, and this means
that some of these plants come from extreme environments found in far corners of the Earth. In order to grow them, I had to set up

Pest Management

microenvironments or “little worlds” for each genus or species. A terrarium allows me to control the four elements that affect plant

If the plants are cleaned properly and the terrarium well maintained, there will be no problems with pests and I do not need

health - light, humidity, water and growing media – which I adjust to suit the cultivation needs of different species.

to use pesticides in the home. There are non-chemical pest repellents but they will not be as effective compared to systemic
pesticides as they only repel the little beasties (pests) that will re-emerge when it clears.

Location
Before embarking on your own terrarium, consider the location where it would be placed. Make sure it is safe – avoid water or high

Light And Heat

humidity – or calamity will ensue, as there are electrical components in the setup, and make sure there is a power outlet nearby. This

These are two very important variables. Providing more light for the plants could also mean killing it with heat. In a small confined

may seem obvious but sometimes the obvious can be the easiest to miss.

environment, it can get pretty hot.
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DESERT
TERRARIUM

There is no fixed design that I can give you, so you’ll have to experiment within your
home environment to find a good balance between heat and light. This, to me, is the
most time-consuming and expensive because the journey to that end is usually met
with the death of many plants. Even so, it is a road that needs to be taken. Different types
of lightings produce different amounts of heat. So, again, do some preliminary research
and get a thermometer to monitor the temperature in the terrarium.
Plants need light in the blue spectrum for growth and red spectrum for colour and
flowering; otherwise, they will not grow well. Therefore, do some research on the
species you want to grow and the lightings they require. It is also advisable to buy
a timer so that you do not have to manually control the light switches or worry when
you’re away from home.
Airflow And Humidity, And A Life Lesson
Lastly, airflow and humidity required depend very much on the plants’ genus and
species. Plants in very humid environment exhibit vigorous growth but they will become
“soft”; in a humid environment, the plant puts more energy into growth and less into
protective mechanisms. Therefore, when they are exposed to low humidity, they will
often wilt. Often it is the same in life. A good and easy life doesn’t do much for us.
It is through harsh experiences that we learn and grow.
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To contact David and learn more
about building your own terrarium,
email: mypetpitcher@yahoo.com

A 5.5-metre high residents' lounge.
The world’s best in your home:
French kitchen. German fittings. Japanese sanitary ware. Burmese hardwood.
3 floors of leisure and garden spaces. Perfection is in the details.

A Joint Venture Between

